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ABSTRACT

Comparing Theory and Experiment for Analyte Transport in the First Vacuum Stage of the
Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometer

Matthew R. Zachreson
Department of Physics and Astronomy, BYU

Master of Science

The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo algorithm as coded in FENIX is used to model the trans-
port of trace ions in the first vacuum stage of the inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer.
Haibin Ma of the Farnsworth group at Brigham Young University measured two radial trace den-
sity profiles: one 0.7 mm upstream of the sampling cone and the other 10 mm downstream. We
compare simulation results from FENIX with the experimental results. We find that gas dynamic
convection and diffusion are unable to account for the experimentally-measured profile changes
from upstream to downstream. Including discharge quenching and ambipolar electric fields, how-
ever, makes it possible to account for the way the profiles change.

Keywords: inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, gas flow simulation, direct-simulation
Monte Carlo, DSMC
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A jet freely expanding into a vacuum was first described by Owen and Thornhill (1). Ashkenas

and Sherman expanded the work of Owen and Thornhill and others and created an exhaustive fluid

model of the expansion. (2) (see Fig. 1.1) This model is limited in the fact that it was created

using inviscid flow theory. Inviscid flow theory is invalid when the mean free path is ∼0.1% of

a characteristic distance of the flow, such as the nozzle radius, since inviscid flow theory assumes

that the mean free path is very small compared to the features of flow being described. It also

ignores boundary layers, which are viscous effects.

To make a more accurate model, Brook and Oman (3) applied the Boltzmann equation to the

problem using the BGK method. (4) Later, Hamel and Willis (5) created a better approximation to

the Boltzmann equation by using the hypersonic approximation. Knuth and Fisher (6) were able

to get past the hypersonic approximation by assuming a single temperature Maxwell-Boltzmann

velocity distribution in the expansion. Miller and Andres extended this model using classical

scattering theory (7) and Toennies and Winklemann were able to improve it further considering

the temperature perpendicular to the flow and the temperature parallel to the flow separately. (8)

Toennies and Winklemann’s resulting model is more accurate than the fluid model, but is much

more cumbersome to use.

1
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Figure 1.1 Diagram of a “free jet" expansion taken from Ashkenas and Sherman.(2). Gas
is allowed to rapidly expand through a small hole in the boundary between a high pressure
p0 region to a much lower pressure p1 region. If the pressure difference is great enough,
the flow velocities through the hole exceed the speed of sound, and the steady-state “free
jet" is formed. This high speed region is called the zone of silence because sound waves
cannot propagate upstream. A shock forms at the edge of the expansion where the rapidly
expanding gas interacts with the stationary background gas. The result is a rapid decrease
in the fluid velocities and an increase in the temperature and density of the gas across the
barrel and the mach disc shock as the pressure in the expanding gas increases to match
the background pressure.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of an ICP-MS. Taken from Somers(11)

Modeling the free jet expansion is important because the expansion is an excellent molecular

beam source. (9; 10) It is an essential part of the ion beam formation in an inductively coupled

plasma mass spectrometer (ICP-MS). The ICP-MS (see Fig. 1.2) injects samples to be analyzed

into an argon torch which is at a temperature of 8000 K. The now ionized sample and the back-

ground argon then enter into a vacuum stage through the sampling cone, where they undergo a free

jet expansion. The center of the jet continues through a skimmer cone to create a rough ion beam,

which is then focused with an ion lens. An electric quadrupole then sorts the focused ion beam by

the particles’ charge to mass ratio. Then the particles are detected and the sample is analyzed. The

IPC-MS can detect up to sub-ppt.

Douglas and French were the first to model the free jet expansion through the sampling cone

of an ICP-MS (12; 13) They applied the fluid methods of Ashkenas and Sherman directly to the

argon flow in the ICP-MS and created their hemispherical sink model.

Later, Spencer et al. created a better approximation to the argon flow in the ICP-MS based

on data from the direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) code FENIX. (14; 15; 16) Not only is

FENIX more accurate than the fluid models, but it is more robust than the Boltzmann equation
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Figure 1.3 Region simulated by FENIX. Experiment denotes the areas averaged over
when taking the experimental data. (18) Theory denotes where the theoretical profile
starts (labeled A), is passed from one geometry to the next (labeled B), then where it
ends (labeled C). Edge shows where the ideal fluid equations map the outer edge of the
upstream experimental profile from upstream to downstream.

models.

In order to understand the ICP-MS, it is not enough to study just the argon flow, but also the

behavior of the analyte ions entrained in the flow. In an effort to better understand the analyte

behavior, the FENIX code has been expanded to simulate analyte flow as well. The FENIX an-

alyte simulation matches upstream barium data collected by Macedone et al.(17) and shows that

the axial analyte density drop seen in Macedone’s data is a result of diffusion. A second model,

the continuity equation solver ProfileMapper, has also been developed and it agrees with FENIX

analyte output. The models are compared to calcium and barium density profiles imaged by Haibin

Ma in two regions: one 0.7 mm upstream of the sampling cone and another 10 mm downstream

from the sampling cone (18). (See Fig. 1.3) FENIX and ProfileMapper produce results that agree

with each other, but they do not agree with the experimental data. However, adding electron-ion re-

combination and ambipolar field effects to the models allows the models to match the experimental

data.



Chapter 2

Theoretical

Spencer et al. have already given the details on how FENIX works for argon flow (14). We

simulate analyte flow by adding trace particles to FENIX and also by using a continuity equation

solver named ProfileMapper.

2.1 FENIX- analyte addition

The added simulation trace particles follow the same three basic steps that the argon particles

follow:

1. FENIX advances each particle from time step n to time step n+1 through:

xn+1 = xn +vnτ, vn+1 = vn, (2.1)

where x is the particle position, τ is the time step, and v is the particle velocity.

2. FENIX assigns each particle to a collision cell.

3. FENIX gives each particle a random chance to collide with the nearest argon neighbor in

its collision cell using the collision statistics appropriate to the density and temperature in
5
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the cell (19). Analyte densities are too small to have good statistics when the argon-analyte

density ratio is preserved, and simply increasing the number of simulation argon particles

to obtain good analyte statistics is computationally expensive. To correct this problem, two

assumptions are made that make it possible to use about the same number of simulation trace

particles as simulation argon particles even though their densities are vastly different. First,

the fact that analyte-argon collisions dominate over analyte-analyte collisions is used. This

is done by only allowing simulation trace particles to collide with simulation argon particles

but not with each other. Second, it is assumed that the analyte does not significantly affect

the argon flow, so when a simulation trace particle collides with a simulation argon particle,

only the trace particle gets a new velocity.

Collisions are simulated with the Variable Soft Sphere (VSS) model of Koura et al. (20; 21). Their

collision model is equivalent to a differential cross-section σ(θ) given by (14):

σ(θ) =
αAv−2ν

r
4π

[
cos2(θ/2)

]α−1
, (2.2)

where vr is the relative speed of the colliding particles and where θ is the center-of-mass scattering

angle. A,ν , and α are chosen to fit the collision integral data collected by Ellis et al. (22; 23; 24;

25). They relate to the collision integral Ω(1,1)(T ) through:

Ω
(1,1)(T ) =

AΓ(3−ν)

1+α

(
mr

2kb

)ν

T−ν (2.3)

where T is the temperature, mr is the reduced mass of the ion and the argon, and kb is Boltzmann’s

constant. The data tables of Ellis et al. allow the magnitude, A/(1+α), and the exponent ν to be

fitted; therefore, ν can be determined directly, but only the ratio A/(1+α) can be determined, not

A and α separately. Since α generally falls between 1 and 2.5 (20; 21), as a test simulations were

run with three values of α: 1, 1.66, and 2 along with the corresponding values of A. The three

results differed by less than 1%. The value α = 1.66 is chosen simply because it corresponds to

the best value of α to use for argon-argon collisions (14).
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Ellis et al. collected Ba+ transport data only up to 2500 K. However, the ICP reaches temper-

atures near 5000 K. However, they did collect data for Cs+ up to 10000 K. A two power fit was

made to the collision integral data for Cs+:

Ω
(1,1)(T ) = 3.8697×103T−.6616 + .4469T .3289

This two power fit was chosen because it fit the data well. Cesium was chosen because it is in

the same periodic group as barium. To create an estimate for the high temperature Ba+ collision

integral, the extra fitting parameters η , γ, β were added:

Ω
(1,1)(T ) = η

[
3.8697×103 (T γ +β )−.6616

+.4469(T γ +β ).3289
]

and were determined by doing a least squares fit to the available Ba+ collision integral data. This

resulted in values of η = .9181, γ = .7292 and β = 42.21. To test the accuracy of the predicted

high temperature collision integral for Ba+, η , γ, and β were found for several ions that have high

temperature collision integral data available. The fitting parameters were determined only using

data below 2500 K, and then the fit results were compared to the higher temperature experimental

data. This method predicts the collision integral data for K+ and Rb+ up to 12000 K within 1.5%

and predicts Na+ and O+ up to 6000 K within 5%. Therefore, the predicted Ba+ collision integral

values should also be accurate within a few percent.

Ellis et al. collected no Ca+ data. To estimate the Ca+ collision integral, the η , γ, β needed

to scale Cs+ to K+ are found then applied to a two power fit to the extrapolated Ba+ data. Since

cesium and potassium share the same relationship in the periodic table as barium and calcium, this

should provide a reasonable estimate of the Ca+ collision integral as a function of temperature.

The single power of temperature used by Eq. (2.3) does not fit well over a large temperature

range. To still use the VSS model, ν is fitted only over the temperature range present in the
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ν A (m2(ν+1)/s2ν) T. Range (K)

Ca+ upstream 0.536 1.335×10−14 1500-6000

Ca+ downstream 0.815 7.149×10−14 100-2500

Ba+ upstream .488 5.532×10−16 1500-6000

Ba+ downstream .681 8.483×10−15 100-2500

Table 2.1 The values of ν and A used in the FENIX simulation and the temperature ranges
over which they are valid.

simulation. Fitting only over the needed temperature data produces different ν values for different

simulation regions, but allows the experimental data to be matched within 1% in that region. The

resulting values of ν and A can be found in Table 2.1.

To avoid problems created by the large density difference between the high density region

upstream of the sampling cone and the low density region downstream, the simulation volume is

divided into two smaller regions. (see Fig. 1.3) The first region simulates the volume upstream of

the sampling cone, through the sampling cone, and continues on to 1 mm downstream. The flow

data at the back edge of the sampling cone are used to seed the second simulation region. This

second region includes everything downstream of the sampling cone. The small volume of overlap

between the two regions provides an opportunity to make sure that the transition between regions

happens correctly.

2.2 ProfileMapper

To validate FENIX’s analyte results and to obtain a faster computational model, we wrote another

program, ProfileMapper, in MatLab. ProfileMapper is a continuity equation solver. It assumes

that the analyte is entrained in the argon flow and then uses the argon velocity data generated by
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FENIX to solve the continuity equation with diffusion and gain or loss of analyte:

n∇ ·v+v ·∇n = ∇ · (D∇n)+S (2.4)

where n is the analyte number density, v is the argon fluid velocity, D is the diffusion coefficient,

and S represents any other source or sink terms. This source or sink term makes it possible to

include ionization and quenching. Quenching will be addressed quantitatively later.

The simplest form of Eq. (2.4) neglects diffusion and gain or loss and so only describes ideal

convection. In this approximation, Eq. (2.4) becomes:

n∇ ·v+ v
dn
ds

= 0 (2.5)

where ds is distance along the streamlines (see Fig. 2.1) and where v is the magnitude of the

velocity. Separating the variables of Eq. (2.5) and integrating along the streamlines gives:

nI(r,z) = n0(r)exp
[
−
∫

∇ ·v
|v|

ds
]

(2.6)

where n0(r) is an initial analyte density profile at a fixed value of z on the FENIX output grid and

nI(r,z) is the resulting ideal analyte density.

If diffusion is added, Eq. (2.5) becomes:

n∇ ·v+v ·∇n = ∇ · (D∇n) (2.7)

Integrating along streamlines as was done in Eq. (2.6) then gives the formal solution:

n(r,z) = nI(r,z)exp
[∫

∇ · (D∇n)
n|v|

ds
]

(2.8)

where n is the diffused analyte density and where D is the diffusion coefficient. ProfileMapper

treats the diffusive term as a small perturbation and obtains a solution by iterating on Eq. (2.8).

The iteration process begins with n = nI , the ideal density from Eq. (2.6), and finishes when n(r,z)

satisfies Eq. (2.7).
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Figure 2.1 Streamlines of the argon flow in the simulated region.

This iteration procedure fails when fluid velocities are low and D is large, which causes the

exponential term in Eq. (2.8) to diverge.

The diffusion coefficient is obtained from the mobility data collected by Ellis et al. (22; 23; 24;

25). Their data are converted into a diffusion coefficient using the Einstein relation

D =
µkbT

q
(2.9)

where µ is the mobility, kb is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, and q is the charge of

the ion. Since there is no mobility data for calcium, it is estimated using the same method used

to estimate the collision integral data. The higher temperature barium mobility data were also

extrapolated using cesium mobility data. The results are

µBa =
1

nAr

2.686×1021T 0.349

3.554+4.249×10−3T .837−3.58×10−3T−.00423

for barium and

µCa =
1

nAr

2.686×1021T 0.459

4.952+ .0131T .789−1.311×10−3T−.0617

for calcium in units of m2/(V · s) with T in Kelvins. nAr is the argon number density in m−3

Care must be taken in using a diffusion coefficient when the mean free path is large compared

to the size of the region being studied. The problem is that diffusion is limited by the largest
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possible particle flux; however, with large density gradients D∇n can predict faster flow than the

thermal particle flux would allow. This means that in order for the diffusion term in Eq. (2.7) to be

physical, the diffusion flux Γ must be less than the thermal flux nvth. Γ roughly is given by:

Γ = D∇n∼ Dn
L

(2.10)

where L is a representative scale length. In the region upstream of the nozzle and in the zone of

silence, Γ is less than 5% of nvth. In the shock zone, however, Γ reaches a significantly larger

percentage of nvth, but never exceeds half of nvth. However, in this region, the fluid velocity is high

enough that diffusion effects are negligible. This means that the drift diffusion equation (Eq. 2.7)

should be physical when using velocity data supplied by FENIX.



Chapter 3

Results and discussion

3.1 Comparison of FENIX to upstream data

Mills et al. (17) collected density data for barium atoms and barium ions in the region between the

load coil and the sampling cone. Near the load coil, they observed the axial ion densities increase

in proportion to the decrease in the barium atom population. However, after reaching a peak value,

the barium ion density mysteriously began to drop without an increase in the barium atom density.

To understand the ion density drop, and to validate the FENIX analyte model, FENIX is used

to simulate the barium ion population in the same region as the data. FENIX is started at 2 mm

upstream of the sampling cone with its initial profile taken from the upstream barium ion data (flow

rate = 1.39 L/min.) at that point. 2 mm is chosen because that is where the barium ion population

is no longer growing, and therefore no ionization simulation is needed. The results are presented

in Fig 3.1. The FENIX results match the experimental data until entering a region where Mills

reported signal attenuation. The attenuation could be the result of electron-ion recombination.

Convection alone shows an increase in axial barium density. The streamlines squeeze the profile

as it enters the sampling cone. The FENIX simulation results show that the axial density drop

12
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Figure 3.1 Axial (a) and radial (b) ion density profiles taken from FENIX and Mills’
experimental data(17). FENIX was started with the experimental profile at Z = -2 mm.
Graph (a) shows the ion density along the z-axis at R=0. The drop in ion density comes
strictly from diffusion and convection. Graph (b) shows the radial ion density from both
FENIX and the experiment at Z= -1.25 mm (The vertical dotted line in graph (a)). Mills
reported signal attenuation starting at Z= - 1.0 ± 0.5 mm, which is the region where the
FENIX and experimental axial ion densities disagree.

is a result of diffusion, which explains why Mills et al. saw an axial ion density drop without

seeing the atom population increase. From -2.0 mm to -1.25 mm, the full width at half max of the

radial barium density profile contracts by 15%, which FENIX is able to reproduce, suggesting that

FENIX accurately simulates convection and diffusion.
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3.2 The first vacuum stage

To simulate the flow into the first vacuum stage, FENIX and ProfileMapper are first given starting

profiles that are fitted to Ma’s (18) upstream data at 0.7 mm upstream from the sampling cone.

(See Fig. 3.2) These profiles are then propagated to 10 mm downstream using both FENIX and

ProfileMapper. During the downstream expansion, both models produce the 1/z2 density depen-

dence along the center line predicted by Douglas and French (12; 13) and measured for electrons

by Niu and Houk (26).

The densities produced by FENIX and diffusive ProfileMapper agree; therefore, it is reasonable

to conclude that they both accurately simulate the gas dynamic convection and diffusion. The

profiles produced are also comparable to those collected by Ma, although they are about 25% too

wide at 10 mm. Therefore, the standard physical effects of convection, conduction, and diffusion,

while close, are insufficient to describe the transition of analyte profiles from 0.7 mm upstream of

the sampling cone to 10 mm downstream of the cone. These effects account for all possible effects

that conserve ions.

The extra narrowing of profiles must therefore come from a non-ion-number-conserving effect.

The most likely candidate is discharge quenching. The data collected by Gamez and Lehn et

al. (27) suggest that no significant quenching occurs up to 5 mm upstream of the sampling cone.

However, the data collected by Macedone and Farnsworth (28) show that just downstream of the

sampling cone more calcium ions are recombining into calcium atoms than atoms are being ionized

into ions. (See Fig. 3.3) This net quenching effect dies out once the ions have traveled more than 3

mm downstream of the sampling cone due to the rapid drop in electron density.

Using the non-quenching FENIX output to scale away the density drop due to the expansion

of the calcium ion and atom densities allows the ion density decay rate and the atom density

growth rate to be calculated. To calculate the rates, the travel time is also needed. FENIX gives

the travel time from 1 mm downstream of the sampling cone to 2 mm downstream as 2.9± .1µs.
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Figure 3.2 The upstream density profiles collected by Ma (18), with their theoretical fits.
n = .8672exp(−R2/5.844× 10−7)+ .1328exp(−R2/1.8770× 10−8) was used for Ba+

and n = .7946exp(−R2/5.2717× 10−7)+ .2036exp(−R2/3.4068× 10−8) was used for
Ca+. R is in meters and n is normalized to one at R = 0.

Assuming exponential growth for the atoms and decay for the ions, and using the time information

given by FENIX gives a decay rate of 1.5± .3× 105s−1 for the calcium ions and a growth rate

of 1.7± .1× 105s−1 for the calcium atoms in the region from 1 mm to 2 mm downstream of the

sampling cone, which roughly agree, meaning that the atom population grows at the same rate as

the ion population decays. The estimated error was calculated by applying standard Gaussian error

propagation to the reported experimental error.

The potential causes of quenching in this region are three body and radiative recombination.

Three body recombination α3 is orders of magnitude larger than radiative recombination and is

given by: (29)

α3 = 8.75×10−27T−4.5
e cm6/s. (3.1)

To convert this rate constant into a rate, it must be multiplied by the electron density squared

ne
2. Using ne = 1014 cm−3, which is taken from Houk, (26) and the rates taken from Macedone’s

data(28) into Eq. (3.1) and solving for the electron temperature gives an electron temperature of
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Figure 3.3 Axial variation of calcium ion and calcium atom densities as measured by
Macedone and Farnsworth (28) compared to the density predicted by FENIX without re-
combination. To match the experimental data, the FENIX output was integrated over a
0.5 mm radius cylinder centered about the nozzle axis. From 3 mm downstream of the
sampling cone and onward, both the atom and ion densities match the density variation
predicted by FENIX. From 1-3 mm downstream of the sampling cone, the ion density
decreases more rapidly than predicted by transport theory and the atom density decreases
more slowly than predicted by transport theory, suggesting that calcium ions are recom-
bining into calcium atoms until 3 mm downstream of the sampling cone.

∼ 2500K From 1 mm to 2 mm downstream of the sampling cone.

Quenching occurring just upstream of the sampling cone, where Mill’s data suggests that there

might be quenching, would have a net narrowing effect on the density profiles. In the region from

0.7 mm upstream of the sampling cone to the tip of the sampling cone, the further an ion is from

the cone axis, the longer it takes to travel through the region. (See Fig. 3.4) This travel time effect

disappears once the flow has entered the sampling cone nozzle, and therefore quenching would no

longer have a narrowing effect, and would no longer change the shape of the density profile, but

rather only its magnitude.

There is not enough data to accurately model quenching in this region.Upstream quenching

rates are difficult to estimate since they depend on n2
e and T−4.5

e . Small variations in either density
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Figure 3.4 Travel time along streamlines as a function of initial streamline radius. Stream-
lines were started at 0.9 mm upstream of the sampling cone. This location marks the
furthest point upstream that was averaged over by Ma to collect the density data. The
solid line is the travel time from 0.9 mm upstream from the sampling cone entrance to the
entrance. The dotted line shows the travel time from the sampling cone entrance to 3.5
mm downstream, which covers the rest of the region in which recombination occurs.

or temperature can greatly effect the rate. Using the rate taken from Mill’s data and assuming

that the electron temperature and density upstream scale to the electron temperature and density

downstream the same way that the upstream and downstream argon temperature and density scale,

produces a rate in the range of 105 ∼ 106 s−1. Constant recombination rates in this range narrow

the ion density profiles sufficiently to produce the downstream profiles. Applying a recombination

rate of 4× 105 s−1 results in a ∼ 85% loss in axial analyte density. A comparable drop can be

seen from the upstream electron density measured by Lehn et al.(27) to the downstream electron

density measured by Niu and Houk. (26)

Three body recombination does not depend on ionization energies, therefore barium and cal-

cium should have the same recombination rates. However, when they are recombined at the same

rate, diffusion alone accounts for a 10% difference in calcium and barium profile widths, whereas

Ma’s data show a 30% difference. Adding the effect of an ambipolar field can account for the
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additional width difference. The ambipolar electric field E is estimated using:(15)

E =− 1
ene

∇kBneTe ≈−
1

en0
∇kBn0Te

where ne is the electron density, n0 is the argon neutral density, e is the elementary charge, kB

is Boltzmann’s constant, and Te is the electron temperature. Four different ambipolar fields are

used in FENIX. They are estimated by using two different electron temperatures and two different

densities. One electron temperature estimate is 2500 K, the temperature predicted by the three body

recombination rate and Mill’s data. The other is the electron temperature found by Farnsworth et

al.(15) that best matched the observed ambipolar field effects. This temperature starts around 7000

K near the sampling cone and decreases to 3000 K by 10 mm downstream from the sampling cone.

The electron density is estimated by either assuming that it is directly proportional to the argon

neutral density, or by narrowing the argon density by the same differential quenching that was

applied to the trace ion densities, since the electron density should decrease due to recombination

at the same rate as the ion densities. The approximated fields are then loaded into FENIX and

allowed to affect the trajectory of the trace particles. The results are presented in Fig. 3.5.

Ambipolar diffusion in ProfileMapper is more complex than the ProfileMapper presented here.

The ambipolar diffusion coefficient for analyte entrained in the argon involves solving coupled

differential equations for the analyte and the argon ion densities and is beyond the scope of this

thesis. But, FENIX simulates ambipolar effects correctly.

Once recombination and ambipolar effects are added, FENIX matches Ma’s data within the

zone of silence. They disagree, however, in the barrel shock. At 10 mm downstream, the shock

begins to form at a radius 2-3 mm and is fully formed by 4-5 mm. The outer edge of the simulated

FENIX data goes to zero at large radius, whereas Ma’s data shows a non-zero leveling out of the

analyte in this region. Loading FENIX with wider upstream profiles and turning off recombination

does not predict this analyte “floor" seen by Ma. The upstream profiles that would reproduce it

must have a much wider density distribution than those measured by Mills. At 10 mm downstream,
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Figure 3.5 Results produced by FENIX compared to Ma’s downstream data. — is the
experimental data. – – is the results produced by FENIX when using a constant upstream
recombination coefficient of 5×105 s−1 and a small ambipolar field, produced by using
Te = 2500K and using the argon density. - - - is the results produced by FENIX using
an upstream recombination rate of 106 s−1 and a larger ambipolar field, produced a Te
that starts at 7000 K near the sampling cone and decreases to 3000 K (see Farnsworth et
al.(15)) and an argon ion density, which is narrowed. The shaded regions show the profile
width range that can be reasonably produced by FENIX. The electron temperature that
best fits the data should be around 4000 K ∼ 5000 K.
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in the region where FENIX and Ma disagree (R > 3 mm), the argon temperature climbs from∼500

K to∼3500 K, therefore re-ionization in the shock cone is a possible explanation for the high signal

seen by Ma. However, the rate predicted by classical ionization(29) is much too slow to account

for this effect. Some other ionization process must be the cause. Another possible cause for this

floor is turbulent mixing. The Reynolds number in this region is only ∼ 800, which is well below

the turbulent regime; however, flaws in the nozzle could seed turbulence. Seeded turbulence would

only appear in a full three-dimensional argon flow simulation, which is impractical to do with

FENIX.



Chapter 4

Conclusion

Two separate models of analyte flow have been created: FENIX, a DSMC simulation; and Pro-

fileMapper, a continuity equation solver. The models agree with barium data that was taken in the

upstream region. The models were also able to show that diffusion is the cause of the previously

unexplained drop in the on axis barium ion density.

Also, FENIX and ProfileMapper agree with each other when simulating the region from 0.7

mm upstream from the sampling cone to 10 mm downstream from the sampling cone. However,

these convection and diffusion only models disagree with the experimental data in three ways.

First, the calculated density profiles are too wide. Due to travel time effects, adding electron

ion recombination in the region from 0.7 mm upstream of the sampling cone to the sampling cone

tip, at a rate comparable to what can be calculated downstream from the sampling cone, narrows

the density profiles sufficiently to match the experimental data.

Second, standard diffusion alone predicts a much smaller mass dependent difference in profile

widths than what is seen in the experimental data. This mass dependent spreading can be accounted

for by including estimated ambipolar fields downstream from the sampling cone.

Third, the theoretical profiles go to zero at a large radius, and the experimental data go to a

small but non zero value at large radius. This extra effect has not been successfully simulated, and

21
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its cause is unknown.
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